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This is what I read

This is where I read

And more and more,
this is how I read

Digital Reading has
finally reached a tipping point
Back in 2000, when we talked about “In the next
10 years”, we didn’t realize we’d mean NOW
In the last year, with the advent of new devices
and and increased amount of content available,
the eBook market has expanded significantly
As an industry, we tend to think about reading as
separate from other media, but it is becoming
part of a larger digital media convergence

•

•

Strong opinions and
sentiments abound
The Kindle 2 signals that after a happy, 550-year union,

reading and printing are getting separated. It tells us that
printed books, the most important artifacts of human
civilization, are going to join newspapers and magazines on the
road to obsolescence….
….Reading without paper might make literature more urgent
and accessible than it was before the technological revolution,
just like Gutenberg did.
- Jacob Weisburg, Slate and Newsweek March 2009

•

But the simple fact is that whether you love printed books or
not, or whether you see them existing forever or not, there is a
growing market for e-books and other digital content formats
that cannot be ignored. It is going to impact the future of the
entire industry.
- Noelle Skodzinski, www.bookbusinessmag.com

My own personal tipping point
has occurred this year
I’ve always been an early adopter and played with new
technology
With the Sony 700 and the Kindle 2, I’ve finally found
dedicated reading devices with features that make
them worth carrying
With the iPhone that is always at my fingertips, I have a
reading device that is with me wherever I am
If it is straight text and something that reads in a linear
fashion, I don’t want paper any more

It’s hard to believe
it’s been just a year since…
•

The ePub “Standard Stand-off”

•

We started the transition to “just one format”
for eBooks

And it’s been a really busy year…

And in this last year at RHI:
We adopted a subset of DocBook as our standard XML
We went through an RFP process for DocBook and
ePub conversions
We’ve been working through a project to check rights
and convert a large number of backlist titles to
DocBook and ePub
We changed workflow and processes and vendors to
supply ePub only as of Jan 2009
We have instituted an eBook corrections process
We’re working to transform every existing eBook to ePub by
mid-2009

And at RHI we have also:
We have expanded both the numbers and types of
books that we are now publishing as frontlist eBooks
We have been building out the digital distribution
system we use for our digital audio products to work
for eBooks
We have been working to ensure that we know and
correctly communicate what rights we have for our
digital content
We have been testing new things like issuing an eBook
early, or with additional content
And that’s just on the content side of things!

Lessons Learned about XML
Starting with XML isn’t absolutely necessary,
but it is more flexible
XML “Standards” are still anything but
“Standard”
Reflowable pages make people uncomfortable
Large cultural changes are hard to implement
and can be fostered through organic growth
Put as much as you can into the XML

Lessons Learned about ePub
QA and Proofing with a format that can only be
reviewed on some of the end systems is
challenging
Optimizing ePub for various reading systems
isn’t easy, but must be done if you want to
stick to the “one format”
It’s important to have good partnerships with
your vendors
It’s important to keep pushing boundaries

Lessons Learned about Quality
Today’s eBook consumer has higher standards than ever
before
Garbage In, Garbage out
Levels of accuracy matter
99.95% accuracy still has 250 errors in an average book
99.990% accuracy has 50 errors
99.998% accuracy has 10 errors and is close to what we find in print

People do judge books by their covers
A negative review about the formatting of an eBook, still
looks negative to the author and to readers

Some of the Challenges Ahead
Working together to figure out standards for
multimedia content and expectations for
reading experiences
Building business models and practices that
allow for experimentation
Figuring out how to handle variation in design
and images depending on end devices
Dealing with more complicated content

If I were starting
from scratch today…
I’d never let paper or pens be introduced to the
publishing process
I’d implement an XML workflow to use from beginning
to end
I’d push to consider the possibilities for reuse of the
content before ever committing to any design or
layout or even length
I’d push to really work together with other industries
and learn from them
I’d push to be fast and flexible

